NAV-X Credit Card is PCI compliant and utilizes the latest tokenization technology to provide the highest security.

Low credit card processing fees through line item details for transactions

Next day funding options available

Compatible with major online shopping cards - authorize online and charge in Dynamics NAV or authorize and charge online and auto apply payments in Dynamics NAV

Customer Payment Portal for End users to add credit cards, make payments, so outstanding balances

Multiple merchants per company based on dimension configuration and/or currency.

Compatible with NAV 2013 R2, 2015, 2016, 2017

Easy to setup - get started in minutes

Easy to use - refund any transaction with the simple click of a button

Automated - no manual end of day batch settlement required

Fully integrated - charge credit cards from all major documents and ledger entries.

Split payments over multiple cards

Changes to an order - when multiple authorizations done against one order and one card (reopen and add amount), only one authorization will exist per order/card

Authorization fail - If Credit card fails and order does not have enough authorized against it, notification shown on order

Refund to different credit cards and much more...

HOW TO BUY?

NAV-X Credit Card can be added to your Client’s license by adding the granule in Partner Source.
Enter new credit cards easily. Once entered, the credit card information is tokenized and securely stored on the gateway.

Easily split payments for one transaction over multiple credit cards.

Provide all customers the ability to pay invoices via credit cards through an online portal.

ABOUT NAV-X LLC

NAV-X, with its roots deep in the rich history of Microsoft Dynamics NAV in the North American market, is a publisher of functionality commonly required by distribution and manufacturing businesses, but unavailable in native NAV. Since 1996, our team has been developing this functionality and built a codex of Best Practice solutions. These solutions provide our partners and their clients with reliable and repeatable competitive advantages.

CONTACT INFORMATION

NAV-X LLC
Building 4 – 2nd Floor
Holmdel, NJ 07733
Phone: +1 (877) 779-6289
Email: info@nav-x.com
www.nav-x.com
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